Abstract-Over time, it has been found there is valuable information within the data sets generated into different areas. These large data sets required to be processed with any data mining technique to get the hidden knowledge inside them. Due to nowadays many of data sets are integrated with a big number of instances and they do not have any information that can describe them, is necessary to use data mining methods such as clustering so it can permit to lump together the data according to its characteristics. Although there are algorithms that have good results with small or medium size data sets, they can provide poor results when they work with large data sets. Due to above mentioned in this paper we propose to use different cluster validation methods to determine clustering quality, as its analysis, so at the same time to determine in an empiric way the more reliable rates for working with large data sets.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the data, collected from different areas, represents one of the biggest and more interesting information sources, so their processing deliver hidden knowledge to professionals as patterns form, this allows to use it in crucial processes like medicine, financial operations and purchase trends analysis [1] .
Data mining and its tools are in charge of processing data for obtaining knowledge that provides a guideline for decision making. These tools are algorithms capable of finding data patterns, either through a training process by which it gets learn to recognize common features among data as from a training sample (offline learning) or by a continuous processing, which data are unknown a priori (online learning) [2] .
Focusing on the online learning is relevant to try with large data sets generated in real time, it might be possible makes a real time of updating [3] , because it depends on the constantly entering patterns to the system and this, according to [4] , reduce significantly the processing time.
There are different tasks in data mining that can be performed; one of them is clustering, it refers to data processing that does not have any type of information. For this task is implemented algorithms that can group data according to their similitude, either by determining a radius distance or through the density found among the instances [5] . Clustering is a task that requires a way of measuring grouping quality, if it does not have previous information it has to guarantee that the result is optimum. For this, it has been developed different validation techniques that allow to measure from several points of view the quality and structure of the groups obtained as a result of the clustering task [6] . It is important to analyze the behavior of these techniques in an on-line environment and with large size data sets.
This article is divided into five sections: the first one explains the clustering and validation methods. Next, introduce a review of previous work on this subject; after that, in section three the proposal is described, and in section four and five are shown the experiments and the results, respectively. Finally, conclusions and study open lines are exposed in section six.
II. RELATED WORKS
In literature there are a lot of proposals and works about diversity and usage of indexes of cluster's validation. Some of them are focused in analyzing the origin or constitution of some of these indexes, like the case of [7] who exposes mathematically the origin of the F-Measure. Others analyze one of the most diffused indexes as Rand Index and it's adjustment (Adjusted Rand Index) as it is the case of [8] who propose the ARI as a metric for evaluating the supervised classification and features' selection. The same way [9] exhibits ARI and exemplifies its implementation. Meanwhile [10] proposes a fuzzy extension of Rand Index and from this formulation drifts into other indexes as ARI, Jaccard, Fowlkes and Mallos, among others.
Other authors exhibit validation indexes based on an existing one for evaluating an improvement or a new clustering algorithm or index proposal, it's the case exhibit by [11] who proposes to resume clustering division and refractionation algorithms based on models and analyzes the clusters agreement obtained and original groups comparing results from Fowlkes-Mallows validation index and based, also, in the number of entries in blank from confusion matrix.
On the other hand Xuan [12] analyzes some of the most diffused measurements on information theory and proposes an adjustment based on the forecast proposed by Hubert and Arabie from mutual information and Information variation distance (VI) from which its normalization takes place based on normalization index. This adjustments help to maintain the index close to zero.
In its proposal Vendramin [13] exhibits a methodology for comparing, on an efficient way, 24 existing validation indexes in literature and lot aided, proposes a different analysis from Milligan and Cooper that allows identifying the agreement to the reference group (original group) and, as concordance among results of indexes, cluster's quality. On its side Wanger [6] exhibits a succession of indexes based on three ideas, pair remembering, the sum of overlapping clusters and mutual information. From this division and on, it is explained each of the indexes for, after this, propose a succession of axioms that allows to define if a certain validation index is okay taking into account that it is doing a dynamic clustering.
III. CLUSTERING
The clustering is a data mining task designed for identifying similar features between the data and put similar patterns together in the same group, while among the groups exist a difference between the features of their patterns. This task starts from an unlabeled data set, that is to said, there is no specific information indicating the classification of the patterns and it is expected that real data does not have prior information [14] .
There are two principal approaches of clustering and different kinds of algorithms for doing this task. Murty [15] expose a categorization of these types, the first one corresponds to soft clustering which handles the cluster overlapping through fuzzy and genetic techniques and hard clustering where is not permitted the group overlapping. This last approach is divided into hierarchical and partition algorithms.
The hierarchical algorithms are divided into divisive and agglomerative algorithms. The first one use a top-down strategy to divide the data, and the second does the opposite, taking each point as a group and putting together the similar ones to make a big group; both using a tree known as dendrogram. The partition algorithms are based in the square error and mainly in prototypes; this prototypes serve as a reference on how a pattern should look like to belong to a cluster. In this final classification is where the clustering algorithm used here belongs.
A. Clustering algorithm
As seen, there are different kinds of clustering algorithms, but the one analyzed and implemented here is the Batchelor and Wilkins algorithm [16] . For applying the clustering algorithm the number of groups to obtain does not need to be previously known and it just needs one free parameter to calculate dynamically the radius of the groups.
This algorithm takes as a first center any of the objects and takes as a second center the furthest from the first, from these two centers are calculated the groups threshold and select again the furthest object from the two centers, its distance is compared with the nearest center. If the threshold is exceeded a new center is created, if not, then the object is assigned to the nearest center, this is done until there are no more centers. Finally, the assignation of objects is verified with its nearest centers. The main pseudo-code is shown below [16] : While TĸØ
B. Cluster validation
One of the clustering features is that normally does not know the number of groups that will be formed from a data set. To evaluate clustering results in a quantity way, there are cluster validation methods that can help to know the assignation of parameters and restrictions ways that have been established. In general, cluster validation can be shown into three big approaches according to [5] ; external criteria, internal criteria and relative criteria. The first criteria correspond to the validation through independence structures, it means, it reflects the intuition that it had about grouping structure, also randomness of them.
The Internal criteria evaluates the quality of clustering based on shape and internal distances, it is no necessary any prior knowledge about the right partition that has to be got, thus it is easier to implement in real tasks. It is important to mention that the cases can be used is when the clustering structure is hierarchical or from just one clustering. The test applications based on internal criteria can be reviewed in detail in [5] . The last criteria value the clustering through the comparison of the algorithms and their parameters, for example, applying different parameters in one algorithm.
According to [17] there is no criteria that ensure 100% the clustering quality because of the origin of the task, there is not any information about the result that should obtain, and it makes task to value the optimum number of clusters and their more complex quality, it mentions that external criteria assumes it has the knowledge about the right partition (ground truth o standard gold) that must get like a result, situation that is less probable in real tasks, but it can perform in experimental environments.
This study applies internal and external validation criteria. For their operation it is recommended to apply the contingency Matrix, this matrix compare the result of both partitions (in this case, real partition and the clustering result), where rows represent a cluster X= {C 1 , …, CK} and columns the other cluster P={C' 1 , …, C' K }, in this case the actual clustering, where C represents a particular cluster. Whereby, each cell contains the number of patterns that both have in common (Fig. 1) . While the sum of the columns represents the number of instances that should be assigned to the cluster and the sum of the rows contains the number of actual instances assigned to the cluster. Counting-pairs. It belongs to the internal criteria. From contingency matrix, can be calculated various index to understand the structure and quality of the clustering got. For this validation method it takes two vectors from the data set, and it compares if both are in the same cluster C and in the same group P, if it's the value is identified by SS (eq. 1). If both selected vectors are in the same cluster C but different group P then the value corresponds to the SD (eq. 2) value. If both vectors are in different cluster C and different group P then the DD (eq. 4) value must be increased. Finally, if both vectors are in different cluster and same group P then the value that should be increased is DS (eq. 3). Following, the equations are shown for these four values from the contingency matrix, and the validation index is listed.
(4) Where, n ij corresponds to the number of instances in common between the clusters obtained with the algorithm and the original partitions. The following index can be obtained:
• Rand statistic. (RI, Rand Index) "Represent the fraction of pairs of cases in the same state in both partitions" [18] . i.e. the proportion of patterns equally classified. This index takes value 1 if partitions are identical.
• Adjusted Rand Index (ARI). It is the adjustment of the previous index and takes into account the hyper geometric space. According to [9] in one Milligan's previous study, ARI is recommended as a good index to determine the similitude between two clustering with different number of groups. This index was created to solve RI differences, they consist of increasing their value to more than one according to the groups quantity increase or the value is not constant. Therefore the ARI result is always between 0 and 1.
ቁ is the number of possible pair combinations.
• Jaccard coefficient. Ignores the cases that have been assigned to different clusters in both partitions. This is convenient when there are large clusters quantities and this value can be very high.
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• Fowlkes y Mallows index. It also ignores the patterns assigned to different groups in both partitions.
• F measure. It helps to determine how much the clustering resulting groups resemble to those that could have been achieved through manual sorting, therefore requires information on the actual grouping of the cluster [18] . This measure combines the precision and recall measures. Thus we have a set of clusters C={C 1 , …, C k } and the actual classification C = {C' 1 ,…, C' k }, the precision and recall measures are as follows:
-H). Also known as
Percentage Variation Criterion (VRC). It evaluates the quality of the clusters through the use of variance of the patterns within the cluster and between the clusters [13] . This distance uses the centers [19] . Its performance is obtained comparing the resulting calculation of the index by varying the algorithm parameters and selecting as best grouping that has the highest value, which can be seen as a peak in the resulting graph. Even if the results have a linear trend, up or down then there is no reason to prefer one solution over another.
Where
. It is based on the withingroup and between-group ratio to evaluate a particular data partition, that is to say, quantifies the proportion of dispersion [19] .
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IV. SET UP
As seen there are many measures that permit to validate the result of clustering task, although according to [6] there is no specific way to compare the clustering result. According to [12] there is no established measure recognized as the best one. Thus, in this article is exposed the using and way of analysis of the clustering results obtained through the implementation of the exposed methodology in [21] , it means that corresponds to the online processing of the dataset according to the RAM availability in accordance with their arrival and comparing these results with those which are obtained offline, namely processing the entire data set at a time.
To perform the cluster validation on data sets that have information on their actual grouping, or reference set, raises the using of the counting-pairs index as well as the Fmeasure. For the data sets lacking of information or reference set, were used the Davies-Boulin and KalinskyHarabasz validation index, also the precedent obtained on the data sets that has actual grouping information.
The proposal is to calculate the result of each validation index and taking into account the suggestions for their analysis, comparing these values with each other and with the number of groups known beforehand to determine if the clustering quality is good as well as knowing the most appropriated value of the clustering algorithm parameter to obtain a grouping with quality close to the original. In the situation of those sets that have their actual grouping. Table  1 shows the datasets used for testing. These sets were taken from the repositories of the SIPU (Speech and Image Processing Unit, http://cs.joensuu.fi/sipu/datasets/).
The parameter used for the clustering algorithm, ș, influences the calculation of the threshold to determine when there are new groups, therefore it is important to choose a value that is as optimal as possible to get a quality clustering, for which ș was assigned values of 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 y 0.9. For cluster validation of artificial dataset D31 was implemented the counting-pairs through contingency matrix to calculate the index obtained from it, which are: RI, ARI, Jaccard index, Fowlkes & Millows index and the F-measure. Likewise shows the results obtained from index C-H and D-H.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. D31
For data base D31, according to validation indexes, Calinski-Harabasz results are ascending (Fig. 2) , which indicates that any value selected is as good as any other. This behavior is almost the same in the rest of the data base excepting that in a D31 with the values ș = 0.5, 0.7 o 0.9 D-B index is higher than C-H, meanwhile the expected ones are a high value from C-H and a value beneath D-B, compared with the rest of the resultant values of ș.
So, data showed next, takes as a reference the value of ș and 0.2 is one of the values that shows a close group, in number as the original, in the case of D31 data base. Another reason for choosing it is that it also has as a result, in the task of classification, a high precision without getting far from the original group. In Table 2 shows the values obtained in the counting-pairs, online and offline. Figure. In an intuitive way, the SS and DD high values indicates that exists similarities between divisions obtained with clustering algorithm, which is quite similar to the original, although some objects were integrated in different groups which were assigned in the partition, this is because the number of groups determined by the algorithm is lower than the original division, as it is explained ahead.
It can be observed, in Table 2 , that groups formed, both online as offline are well defined because DD is higher, although in online processing the SS index is lower than DS, it means that within the groups are assigned patterns from a different one. This may be due to two situations, the first, the influence of ș parameter on the threshold to formed groups, then the greater the value of ș the greater the radius of groups and consequently the number of resulting groups can be different to real number, as in this case, which causes that patterns are assigned to one group that is not their own, according to the real data.
The second situation is that the patterns are so similar, that the algorithm ranks them as part of a different group from the original. This situation is observed in much smaller extent, because setting the ș parameter can be approached, very accurately the original result, this can be seen with the value of ș = 0.2, where the number of groups and their allocation is almost equal to that of the original set, consisting of 31 groups and the closest number the algorithm gets is 37.
From the counting-pairs results were calculated the index in Table 3 , which shows the result of the index used to assess the quality of the clustering. To begin, generally can be seen in the Table 3 that results of offline and online processing are quite similar, the difference among them is about one hundredth, besides having the same behavior. This indicates that online processing of the dataset according to RAM available generate a clustering very similar to the offline clustering.
The Rand statistic calculation indicates the fraction from those pairs that are grouped the same way as in the clustering result as in the original partition. While if is closer to one the value of this index, the more will be similar between each other. Rand statistic focuses basically on calculating the coincidence between compared partitions; it is shown in Table 3 , that concordance between data set D31 is very high. On the other hand the ARI, which is an adjustment from last index, quantifies the coincidence between compared partitions but takes into account the obtained and expected index, in such a way that if the value is zero, the partitions are independent and approaches to one, are the same. So, the obtained value indicates that the group isn't close to the original, but it has to be taken into account that according to [6] the significance of the measure can be affected by the supposition that is made about the distribution.
Jaccard coefficient doesn't take into account data pair that doesn't match (DD), and as a result of this, reflects the proportion of data that has been assigned, so, according to this index, the similarity between partitions is very low. While Fowlkes and Millows index calculus indicates de probability that the elements are assigned the same way in the group and in the real data, thus the obtained value indicates that probability is 50%.
On the other side, F-Measure calculates in a more accurate way how much clusters are similar between each and the original cluster, obtaining a balanced average of the patterns assigned correctly respect to the total of them and those who should have been assigned, thus the result obtained in Table 3 indicates the accuracy of the clustering is good, being the patterns assigned in a correct way in its most.
B. Joensuu and MOPI
Following will be described the results for the datasets Joensuu and MOPI. For their validation were implemented the Calinski-Harabasz and Davies-Boulin index, from the results of which is determined what is ș more convenient parameter value for processing the data. It is important to point, as it has been mentioned, that in all the results there is a growing tendency to the ș value, in both index, so that is taken as main reference the D-B index score, for which the lower value the better clustering result.
Therefore, as the majority results of D-B, the last three ș values increase significantly with respect to the first three, these last are discarded, so most of the graphics included here are shown just the most relevant area for the analysis, but at the same time shows the behavior of the clustering through the index value. Consequently the optimal values of ș are determined, from which is selected the best based on the C-H result and the number of generated groups with the corresponding ș value.
In the case of the Joensuu and MOPI datasets, and the lack of information about their clustering, their online results are compared with their offline processing results. In Fig 3 can be seen the graphics from the resulting clustering of Joensuu dataset, offline (a) and online (b). According to the graphs, the general behavior in both processing techniques take to the same tendency, even the value of ș = 0.2 the D-B value is still small, the C-H value is significantly higher than with ș = 0.1 and there is more similarity in the number of generated clusters. So the more balanced result of clustering is generated with ș = 0.2.
For MOPI dataset the results are similar to those of Joensuu, as likewise discards the last three values of ș for which the D-B result is bigger than 1. The value of ș = 0.3 is discarded because the prior value is increased considerably, thus the first two ș values could be selected randomly, because, according to the result of index validation, these takes its expected value, but ș = 0.2 generates a number of groups near to offline processing data sets (Fig.4) .
Based on the previous analysis of the results is possible to see that no all the validation index quantify the clustering quality in the same way, and this quantity sometimes does not completely describe the clustering quality. Due to mention before, taking into account that the results for D31 dataset are known, could be determined that in the most of the experiments, with all the ș values for this dataset, the Fmeasure is closer to the right description of the cluster quality, as it was mentioned it considers the number of assigned patterns correctly to respect all these and the ones that really should be assigned.
(a) Furthermore, in the datasets which only knows the number of groups, the Calinski-Harabazs and Davies-Boulin index with the real number of groups can be used to determine which the largest quality clustering, thus is finding the corresponding ș value for that clustering. From both index have a growing trend, the clustering analysis based on both allows finding more reliable clustering of better quality. As for the datasets that lack of any information describing the actual grouping, both indexes are used again to define the quality.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article we checked some of the most used cluster validation index to determine the clustering quality. This quality was analyzed based on the result of all the indexes, to know its quality and finally which of them quantifies the actual, being the F-measure the one that offers the most reliable results. The results presented correspond to those obtained from the clustering step of the methodology presented in [21] so detailed presentation and analysis.
The clustering result is quite close to the expected and through this analysis can be seen that for these datasets an optimal ș value can be specified as follows: 0.1 < ș <= 0.2. Consequently, for determining the quality of clustering in datasets with information about the real grouping, the Fmeasure gives the clearest value about the quality of the clustering result. As seen in the case of datasets with lack of information no index is the best, and then both are used.
The Future lines for this issue are oriented to the proposal to implement different validation index and analyze their behavior, as well as work with other datasets to parse through the index an optimal ș value, and compare if is the same as in this paper.
